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INTRODUCTION
2020-2021—ANOTHER EXTRAORDINARY YEAR

FRANCISCA DE HAAN
Head, Department of
Gender Studies
CEU

Last year I wrote that it “would be hard to
exaggerate what an unusual and difficult year
this has been.” Little did we know what was
coming. A year in which we still struggled with
many of the practical and legal consequences
of the CEU having been forced to relocate its
teaching to Vienna, including many problems
with visas for students. Some of the students
who were on a tourist visa in Vienna unex
pectedly did not get their regular visa within
the promised time frame, and therefore had
to leave Vienna and come back when the visa
was finally granted.
It was a year in which covid-19 returned
forcefully, with a second and third wave. After
only five weeks of onsite teaching we had to
move to full online teaching, for the rest of the
academic year. For many of the students this
situation meant isolation and a lot more stress
than usual, and having to miss regular student

life. And last but not least, a number of you
became ill with covid yourselves, and some of
you lost family members to this disease.
In addition, due to the corona pandemic and
related visa issues, many students were not
able to arrive in Vienna in September 2020
but came weeks or months later, and some of
you never got here at all. That means that for
the first time in our history, we have students
graduating (from the 1-year MA in Gender
Studies) who did not meet their peers, the
faculty, or staff, in person. And, similar to last
year, I am not listing any of these events to be
somber, but to document what the year was
like and, most importantly, to highlight your
achievements. WELL DONE, CLASS OF 2021!
We are proud of you. That also applies to our
graduating PhD student Emily Hertz, for an
outstanding achievement.
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Unfortunately, there was continuity and eerie similarity with
the previous academic year in another way as well. CEU
Gender Studies is a partner in the Erasmus Mundus Master´s
Degree in Women’s and Gender Studies GEMMA. One of the
partner universities in the GEMMA consortium is the University
of Bologna. In February 2020, the Egyptian GEMMA Bologna
student Patrick Zaki was arrested on Cairo International
Airport when he went home for a family visit. Despite huge
international pressure, Patrick is still in prison. In February
2021, the Egyptian CEU sociology student Ahmed Samir
Santawy, who like Patrick Zaki is working on human rights
issues, including gender justice, was arrested in the same
manner. For more on this, see PhD student Sneha Bhat’s piece
in this Graduation Yearbook (p.25)
What has happened with these two students is part of the
political repression that in recent years has increased in
many countries. Authoritarian regimes go after activists and
protesters, in a number of cases our students who were not
in Vienna (due to covid) but in their home country, and their
friends. Even to the point that several of our students in recent
months had to flee their country for their safety. They, or
others, cannot go back because it is too dangerous.
We reiterate these events because they have largely shaped
your year or two years at the CEU. But also, as said, to
emphasize your achievements even more. That you managed

to complete your studies is impressive. Moreover, as our
students always do, you wrote innovative, daring, and relevant
theses (or you are far in the process of doing so).
The struggles you are involved in, and in some cases have also
written about in your MA theses, will continue. I hope that the
knowledge you have acquired here and the friendships you
have forged will help you in your further endeavors. In any
case, you have my deepest respect for having made it through
this year or the last two years, for your academic achievements,
for your perseverance, and for your contributions to all the
good causes you are involved in.
I would like to thank your teachers and supervisors, and the
coordinators – Anna Cseh, Gabi Gőbl, Mária Szécsényi and
Natasa Versegi – for their hard work and dedication, without
which we wouldn’t be celebrating your graduation. And I
would like to congratulate Eva Fodor on her promotion to
full professor, Andrea Krizsán on the same achievement, and
Nadia Jones-Gailani on her promotion to associate professor
and her winning the CEU 2021 Best Teaching Award.
Lastly, special thanks to Gabi Gőbl for her work in preparing
our Graduation Ceremony, as well as this 2021 Yearbook.
So, CONGRATULATIONS once again to all graduating students,
and good luck for your future studies, work, and activism.
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STUDENTS

I MASTER OF ARTS IN GENDER STUDIES (1-YEAR MA)

Julye Beserra
Brazil

Durdana Muzamil
Bhat
India

Johanna
Chacon Aguirre
Chile

Sofia Mae Ellis-Curry
United States of
America

Michelle Farrand
United Kingdom
and United States of
America

Teresa Miroslawa
Fazan
Poland
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Nargis Hajran
Afghanistan

Melek Kucukuzun
Turkey

Marina Stupko
Russian Federation

Madison Dorothea
Wildey
United States of
America

Sara Moric
Croatia
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I MASTER OF ARTS IN CRITICAL GENDER STUDIES (2-YEAR MA)

Ahmad Mah’D Omar
Al-Kurdi
Jordan

Maryana Balezina
Russian Federation

Marija Cvejic
Serbia

Evgenija Filova
Republic of North
Macedonia

Ali Hashemian
Iran

Chitrangi Kakoti
India

Anita Georgieva
Lekova
Bulgaria and United
States of America

Emma Louise Manos
United States of
America

Asma Noureen
Pakistan
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orchi
Bangladesh

Sara Petrovic
Serbia

Natalija Iva
Stepanovic
Croatia

Brell Wilson-Morris
United Kingdom

Sneha Singh
India
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I MASTER OF ARTS IN WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES (GEMMA)

Mariya Gorbachyova
Kazakhstan

Guzelia
Raimzhanova
Kyrgyzstan

MASTER OF ARTS IN EUROPEAN WOMEN’S & GENDER HISTORY
(MATILDA)

Minja Bujakovic
Serbia

Kamelia Georgieva
Tzeneva
Bulgaria

Darselam Ahmed
Seid
Eritrea

Ph.D. IN COMPARATIVE
GENDER STUDIES

Emily Hertz
United States of
America
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TEXT OF ALUMNA ARPITA DAS

Hello everyone! It is a great honor for me to
be speaking to you today.
Congratulations to all you new graduates! You
should be extremely proud of what you’ve
achieved here! Especially so, in a year which
has tested us in ways that were unimaginable.

ARPITA DAS

Alumni speaker

I graduated from CEU in 2011 after a twoyear Master’s in Gender Studies as part of
the GEMMA program. When I came to CEU,
it was my second year outside of my country,
India (my first year was in Lodz in Poland)
and evidently I was thrilled to be soaking in
all of my new experiences in this new city and
country. However, when everyone was busy
travelling across Europe and doing all the fun
things, I spent most of my time in the library.
Well, don’t get me wrong, I was having fun!
It was when my sister travelled to see me
in Budapest later that year that I finally got

to explore the city, along with her! She was
not amused! I was busy you see, I took four
optional subjects in my year at CEU in addition
to everything else I had to study and the MA
thesis that I had to write. I wanted to pack in
everything that I could possibly learn about, in
that year. That was how starved I was to learn
and to grow. And CEU satiated all my cravings
for knowledge.
I have a lot of fond memories from my days
at CEU and in Budapest. Most of all, what
I remember is the sharp intellect and the
kind generosity that the faculty showed, the
gentle but firm steering that they gave all of
us to learn, to apply and to grow. I hold on to
some of the feedback I received in my classes
and in my assignments that help shape my
work even today. I remember the deep and
intense conversations in Hadley’s classes,
the presentations and the exegeses that we
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prepared for Eszter’s unit, the humour and wit that Zsazsa
brought to her classes, and the lectures on biopolitics late in
the evenings by Anna Loutfi. Little did I know that I would be
recalling these memories so fondly ten years later.
When I was graduating from CEU, I had no idea what I would
do ten years hence. I knew I wanted to do my PhD. But I
did not know if I would get a university admission, secure a
scholarship, and get a visa. For us, students from the Global
South, it is never enough to want to study; that aspiration is
always accompanied by several external requirements. I did
know, however, that CEU and especially our Gender Studies
department had packed enough skills and confidence in me to
brave the world. Today, ten years hence, I have moved to two
different countries, worked with some international women’s
rights organizations, travelled and spoken at the United
Nations representing grassroots women from the Global
South, and I am now at the final stages of my PhD. (Maybe the
‘final stages’ bit is a bit of wishful thinking, or maybe not.)
I also did not know that I would be teaching Gender Studies to
undergraduate students at the University of Sydney, learning,
along with my students. In a month, I am about to commence
a teaching role at the department of Gender & Cultural Studies
here at the University of Sydney. I say all this not so much to
‘inspire’ you or tell you about the things you can do. Instead,
I’d rather say, choose your own path and do what drives you.

If there’s anything that the pandemic has taught us, it is that
life is fleeting and we must hold on to what it is that our hearts
desire, and work towards those. Not all of you will find your
calling in academia and that’s quite alright. The ideas that we
learn in Gender Studies will stay with us, no matter our calling.
Let us take all these ideas with us and infiltrate the world!
I also want to emphasize that none of what I have achieved
today has come about easily. Being an academic is not easy,
and being a woman academic of color definitely not. It is
especially difficult in the neoliberalised, corporatized world
of education that we find ourselves in today. The difficulty is
escalated for Gender Studies departments all over the world
– whether it is Denmark, Australia, Hungary or elsewhere,
which are under attacks, where we constantly have to prove
to the world what it is we do and how it is that we push forth
discourses. But, I’d like to remind us that we are certainly doing
something right if the status quo is so threatened by our mere
existence.
In preparing this speech, I told myself that I must share hope.
Hope is a scarce commodity in today’s times, as I am sure
you will all agree. It is hard to hope while living through this
pandemic for the last year and a half, reading about and
experiencing great loss, and not being able to be there for
our loved ones. It’s been a year and a half that I have seen my
family back in India. It has been an especially hard time when I
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have been seeing my students struggling to study across zoom
rooms, trying to incite excitement into the learning process
while they’ve been simultaneously struggling in their personal
lives. It has been hard for our teachers to be able to bring in
all their resources to online classes, getting used to different
teaching formats, when their own lives might be falling apart. It
has just been hard to pull ourselves together. Amidst all of this,
and especially now, it is vital to hold on to all the hope that we
can muster and to cling to it for dear life.
Yesterday, I was watching on twitter a short video of three
youngsters Devangana, Natasha and Asif who were released
from prison in New Delhi in India. They had been incarcerated
for over a year on false charges of ‘instigating violence’ when
all they had being doing was participate in peaceful protest.

Yesterday, they were released on bail. In the video, I could
see them shouting Zindabad or ‘long live.’ Thirteen months
in prison did not dissipate their courage. One of them had
lost her father to Covid while she was in prison. She didn’t get
to see her father before he passed. Watching this video of
these three youngsters sloganeering, from 6000 miles away in
Sydney gave me hope. If they could hold on to their courage
and hope, so could I and so must I.
So, if there is one message I’d like to leave you with today, it is,
to hold on to hope – hope in yourself and your abilities, hope in
your friendships and hope that all this learning that we gather
will germinate into new ideas and to a brave new world.
Thank you!
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STUDENTS’ POEM AND DRAWING

Julye Beserra

THE UNTOLD STORY
When your eyes meet mine for the first time,
You will hear my story
Even though I haven’t said a word.
My skin has a story of its own.
My negro lips.
My negro hair.
A story they have been willing to tell
over the centuries.
When your eyes meet mine for the first time,
My enslaved ancestors will be by my side,
Shaping my path.
My mouth is tired of being shut.
My body is exhausted fromall this pain.
But I smile when you try to shame me.
I smile when you call me disgraceful.

I smile because I walk free.
Free in the lands my ancestors never had.
Free in the lands you took from them.
The lands I call home.
And forever will.
Even though you try to take it from me.
Day after day.
I smile because my skin is my armor.
I smile because my hairis wild.
And so is my soul.
So call me disgraceful.
But this land is mine.
I am not going back to the Senzala
Neither are my sisters.
This land is ours.
And our Shadow-Beastwill not be tamed.

Drawing by Emma Louise Manos
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FACULTY

Erzsébet Barát
Recurrent Visiting
Associate Professor

Gisela Carrasco-Miró
Visiting Assistant
Professor

Éva Fodor
Professor

Elissa Helms
Associate Professor

Francisca de Haan
Professor,
Head of Department

„Such a difficult year
and still so much joy
meeting you, teaching
you, learning from you!”
Nadia Jones-Gailani
Associate Professor

Andrea Krizsán
Professor
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Hannah Loney
Visiting Assistant
Professor

Jasmina Lukić
Professor

Andrea Pető
Professor

Hadley Z. Renkin
Assistant Professor

Dorottya Szikra
Visiting Lecturer

Eszter Timár
Assistant Professor

Ráhel Katalin Turai
Visiting Lecturer

Hyaesin Yoon
Assistant Professor

Susan Zimmermann
University Professor
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Dear Graduating Students,
This was the first academic year
in my practice when I did not
meet the students in person
at all - not any of you. I missed
personal contact, although I got
to know you a little bit - through
the emails we exchanged.
Working with you was easy: this
cohort was very dutiful, kept the
deadlines and worked hard.
Your success is well-deserved. I
wish you much more success in
the years to come.
Mari (Mária Szécsényi)

“Do not follow where the path
may lead. Go, instead, where
there is no path and leave a
trail.”

STAFF

Anna Cseh
Departmental and
MA Coordinator

Gabi Gőbl
MA Coordinator
Mária Szécsényi
MA Coordinator

Natália Versegi
Ph.D. Coordinator

Ralph Waldo Emerson
– Message from Natália Versegi
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STUDENT PRESENTATION DURING
THE FEMINIST ECONOMICS COURSE 2020-21
“If the global world is confronted
and fragmented by the threat of its
destruction, how can we imagine a
common world? With what cultural,
material, decolonial, queer and
feminist tools? What are the possible
imaginaries of emancipation?
Through the Feminist Economics and
Decolonising Development courses,
we have addressed these questions
collaboratively and through an exercise
in situated thinking. Of course, we did
not find solutions but pathways to
approach these questions – outlines of
possible worlds we can inhabit, share,
built together to create conditions of
liveable lives.”

Presentation by Johanna Chacón and Tania Burjel.
Feminist Economics Course 2021 – CEU

Presentation by Sara Petrovic and Nastya Dmitrievskaya.
Feminist Economics Course 2021 – CEU

Presentation by Marina Stupko and Meike Fernback. Feminist Economics Course 2021 – CEU
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GROUP PHOTOS
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NEW BOOKS BY FACULTY AND POST-DOCS

Book launches of Department Members

Nadia Jones-Gailani 2020

Veronika Helfert 2021

Andrea Krizsán 2021
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FRAUENPOLITIK
UND MÄNNERGEWERKSCHAFT

Copyright © 2020. Taylor & Francis Group. All rights reserved.

FRAUENPOLITIK
UND MÄNNERGEWERKSCHAFT

Internationale Geschlechterpolitik,
IGB-Gewerkschafterinnen und die
Arbeiter- und Frauenbewegungen
der Zwischenkriegszeit

ISBN 978-3-99098-064-4

www.loecker-verlag.at

LV

Gender, Violence and Power in Indonesia : Across Time and Space, edited by Katharine McGregor, et al., Taylor & Francis
Group, 2020. ProQuest Ebook Central, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/unimelb/detail.action?docID=6133872.
Created from unimelb on 2021-01-08 01:45:57.

Hannah Loney 2021

Susan Zimmermann

Susan Zimmermann

© Foto Schuster, Wien

Susan Zimmermann ist distinguierte Professorin an der Central European University
in Wien. In ihrer Forschung befasst sie sich
mit internationalen sozialen Bewegungen,
der Geschichte von Sozialpolitik und Arbeit,
und aktuell mit Gewerkschafterinnen und
der Politik der Frauenarbeit im staatssozialistischen Ungarn. Sie interessiert
sich im Besonderen dafür, welche Wechselbezüge und Spannungsverhältnisse die
Politiken und Debatten sozialer Bewegungen und internationaler Institutionen kennzeichneten, wenn sie auf Geschlecht, Klasse
und globale Ungleichheit Bezug nahmen.
Von 2020 bis 2025 leitet Zimmermann das
vom Europäischen Forschungsrat (ERC)
geförderte Projekt „ZARAH: Women’s
labour activism in Eastern Europe and
transnationally, from the age of empires to
the late 20th century“.

Die Fraueninternationale des Internationalen Gewerkschaftsbundes (IGB) war in der Zeit zwischen den beiden
Weltkriegen aktiv. Sozialistische Gewerkschafterinnen
hatten in der Arbeiterbewegung mit der Randständigkeit
der Frauenfrage und in der Frauenbewegung mit der Randständigkeit der Klassenfrage zu kämpfen. Dieses Buch
rückt die IGB-Gewerkschafterinnen und ihren weitgehend
unerforschten Beitrag zur internationalen Frauen- und Geschlechterpolitik ins Zentrum des Interesses. Die IGB-Fraueninternationale kooperierte eng mit der Internationalen
Arbeitsorganisation (ILO) und dem Völkerbund in Genf. Ihre
Positionen und Politiken entwickelte sie in Auseinandersetzung mit der Führungsriege des IGB, internationalen Frauenorganisationen und den Gewerkschafts- und
Frauenbewegungen der europäischen Länder. Sie strebte
nach der Stärkung der Position weiblicher Arbeitskräfte
und befasste sich mit gewerkschaftlicher Lohnpolitik, der
unbezahlten Familienarbeit der Frauen, Arbeitsschutz und
Sozialpolitik, dem Recht auf Arbeit, Krieg und Frieden, und
der gewerkschaftlichen Organisierung von Frauen. Das
Buch untersucht die vielfältige internationale Auseinandersetzung der genannten Akteure und Akteurinnen um diese
Fragen, und hebt den komplexen und eigensinnigen Beitrag
der IGB-Gewerkschafterinnen hervor.

Andrea Pető 2020

Eszter Varsa 2021

LÖCKER

Coverbildbearbeitung: Friedrich Zaunr

Susan Zimmermann 2021
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EVENTS
Samita Sen
Left out of the Left: Gender and Class in
Domestic Workers’ Unionisation in India
Public lecture
Wednesday, 14 October 2020, 5.30 p.m.
Claudia Kraft
Spaces of Knowledge and Gender Regimes:
from Double Marginalization to a Gendered
History of Knowledge of Central and Eastern
Europe
Public lecture
Thursday, 15 October 2020, 5.30 p.m.
Radical Equality and Global Feminist
Filmmaking Practice
Speaker: Bernadette Wegenstein
Public lecture
Monday, December 7, 2020,
5.30 - 7 p.m.

Veronika Helfert
(Postdoctoral Fellow, CEU)
Women, Stand up! A Women’s and Gender
History of the Austrian Revolution and
Council Movement, 1916-1924 (in German).
Göttingen, Vanden-hoeck & Ruprecht, 2021
Susan Zimmermann
(University Professor, CEU)
Women’s Politics and Men’s Trade Unionism.
International Gender Politics, Female IFTU
Trade Unionists and the Workers’ and
Women’s Movements of the Interwar Period
(in German)
Vienna, Löcker Verlag, 2021
Transnational Identity and Memory Making
in the Lives of Iraqi Women in Diaspora
Book Conversation with
prof. Nadia Jones-Gailani

Nancy Folbre
The Political Economy of Human
Capabilities
Public lecture
Monday, March 29, 2021, 5.30 p.m.
Anikó Gregor and Fanni Dés
The political economy of sex: lessons from
the semi-peripheral Hungary since the 1990s
Public lecture
Monday, May 10 2021, 5.30 p.m.
Protected children, regulated mothers
Gender and the “Gypsy Question” in State
Care in Postwar Hungary, 1949–1956
by Eszter Varsa
Book Launch
Tuesday, 25 May 2021, 4.00 – 5.30 p.m.

Thursday, March 18, 2021, 6 p.m.

March 8 Book Launch
On the occasion of International Women’s
Day

The Department of Gender Studies congratulates Dorottya Szikra for receiving one of
the major scientific prizes by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the „Bolyai plakett”.

Two New Books on the History of Women’s
Activism

Dorottya Szikra is a visiting professor at the Department of Gender Studies.

Monday, 8 March, 5.30 – 6.45 p.m.

Please find the news in Hungarian here: https://mta.hu/mta_hirei/tizennegyen-nyertekel-a-bolyai-plakettet-110867
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PATRICK ZAKI’S AND AHMED SAMIR’S IMPRISONMENT
Date of statement, 19 June 2021

For those of you who are unfamiliar
with who Ahmed Samir is, I would like to
mention that Ahmed is an Egyptian MA
student at the Department of Sociology
and Social Anthropology at CEU. As we
speak, Ahmed remains in detention for
a hundred and fifty two days now in a
prison in Cairo, Egypt. He was arrested
while he travelled from Vienna to Cairo
to spend time with his family during
CEU’s winter break in February 2021.
Ahmed has been charged in two cases
– in both cases he is being accused
of membership in a terrorist group,
spreading false news on social media,
using a private account to spread
false news, and funding a terrorist
organisation. The prosecution so far has
failed to produce evidence supporting
their claims.

Patrick Zaki
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As his friends and colleagues, we know Ahmed as a rather
passionate researcher who was writing a thesis on women’s
rights and the history of reproductive rights in Egypt. Ahmed
was a hardworking and persistent student who often drove his
supervisors and professors to the edge by refusing to give up
debating for what he believed in, in and outside class.
Most of all, to me Ahmed is a close friend, full of nothing but
empathy, who has stood by a number of us when we weren’t
faring well. I remember standing in the crowd and watching
Ahmed speak outside Nador 9 in the CEU Budapest campus
when we gathered to protest against Patrick Zaki’s arrest in
February 2020. Later that year, he also spoke publicly at a vigil,
following the death of Sarah Hegazi, an Egyptian-born lesbian
activist. Ahmed was full of anger because of what happened
to both Patrick and Sarah. I didn’t know at that time that, a
year later, we would be running a full-fledged campaign and
occupying every space and opportunity we are provided with,
to speak up for Ahmed and make sure that his case, and cases
similar to his gain and keep visibility.
That brings me to Patrick Zaki’s case – Patrick, also an Egyptian
student, was enrolled in the GEMMA MA in Women’s and
Gender Studies at the University of of Bologna up until
the point he was arrested by the Egyptian authorities in
2020 under charges of spreading false news against the

government, in a fashion strikingly similar to Ahmed’s arrest.
A year and a half later, Patrick remains in pre-trial detention,
and there has been absolutely no progress with his case – he
has not been officially proven guilty, nor has any evidence been
submitted in court by the prosecution. Patrick, in many regards
like Ahmed, was a gender studies researcher and a human
rights activist who is targeted for his academic and activist
work outside of Egypt.

Photo: Jennifer Varga
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We are working hard to break a pattern that the Egyptian
government seems to be setting – of targeting its own citizens
– people like Patrick, Ahmed, Walid Salem, who are involved in
research centered around women’s rights, gender and human
rights, or in research that is critical of national governments.
The only reason we run the Free Ahmed Samir campaign is to
make sure that Ahmed’s case, and by extension other similar
cases, are not brushed under the carpet. We are working with
CEU’s administration, and the Austrian government to demand
a fair trial for Ahmed – a trial where the Egyptian government
will be held responsible to sufficiently prove the charges
against Ahmed. In fact, Ahmed’s next very important hearing –
one where the court is expected to give its final ruling on one
of the two cases – is scheduled for June 22. Therefore, on June

21, members of the Free Ahmed Samir campaign are going to
be protesting, again, outside the Cultural Office of the Egyptian
Embassy in Vienna from 11 am – 1 pm. I invite those of you
who are in Vienna, to please join us on Monday. You can find
more details about the protest on our social media pages. As
usual, it’s a registered protest and we’re following due process.
We need to make our demands for a fair trial loud and clear
this time.
SHREYA BHAT, Ph.D.
https://www.amnesty.it/appelli/liberta-per-patrick/
https://action.amnesty.org.au/act-now/free-29-year-old-student-ahmedsamir-santawy-j
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A FEW PICTURES OF
OUR FORMER BUDAPEST
CAMPUS

Photo: Tibor Sándor

Photo: Tibor Sándor

Photo: Tibor Sándor
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